NOTE: Images described below were selected during planning stages. Actual images that are in the final video may be different.
Opening title etc. I think we left about 2 minutes lead in time here.
IMAGE SOURCE: Logo Tape 9. Tape3 fast moving water 38:45-38:55-long segment Tape 3 tiki hut 1948-19:58 Tape 3 49:03-49:31 surging action PARTI NARRATION TIME: 9 sec Storm surge is one of the most dangerous elements of a hurricane when it reaches the coast. Nine out often fatalities are caused by storm surge.
sec pause
IMAGE SOURCE: Overall the images need to imply the power, danger and devastation of storm surge. surging footage with title text over it.
Dramatic images of high water, damage, images of moving water in areas that area normally dry.
Tape [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] NARRATION TIME: 20 SCC In 1928, more than 2000 people were killed in the Lake Okeechobee region as the area was inundated by 5 to 10 feet of storm surge. The failure of dikes that normally protected this low lying area resulted from the combined effects of wind tides and wave action that accompanied the storm surge. "We are now in the eye of the hurricane. The barometer is reading 27.22 inches, and the wind has lessened significantly. We can now hear noises other than the wind and we know the center of the storm is over us. We are heading for the last and only cottage that I think can withstand the storm. Twenty of us reach this cottage and are patiently waiting for what is to come. During this lull the sky is clear and we can see the stars. A very light breeze continues during the lull in the storm. 1 sec pause PART 2 continued subsection 2 TIME: 10 SCC I take this opportunity to get outside and look around. It's been about 20 minutes since the start of the lull. I don't know it at the time but the eye has passed halfway at this point. 1 sec pause

sec
In the middle of the eye, the sea begins to lift up, it seems, and it rises very fast from the ocean side of camp.
IMAGE SOURCE: Tape 9 E.G. Duane taking notes.
Tape 9 Packs the notebook into suitcase, images of wind and destruction, back to E.G. entering the house in the dark. Dark, blowing trees in the dark (CH-10) had some dark footage on their best of tape, blowing trees, wind water sounds. Nothing specific as an image, let the viewers use their own imaginations
The light from my flashlight illuminates towering walls of water approaching the cottage. The cottage is about 60 feet away so I try to beat the advancing water to reach the entrance, but the water catches me waist deep. The cottage is lifted from its foundations and it is floating. 2 sec pause subsection 3 TIME: 20 SCC The barometer has now dropped to 27.02 inches; the wind is beginning to blow. The first blast of wind is from the south-southwest.
It's full force.
The house is now breaking up and the wind seems stronger than ever. The barometer reads even lower at 26.98 inches. I drop the barometer and am blown out into the sea. Tape 3 background noise of sloshing water, dripping, howling winds, banging noises, the major part of the storm. Dramatic imagery of waves and wind I become hung up in the fronds of a coconut tree and I hang on for dear life. It's 10:15 PM. Then something strikes me on the head and I go unconscious. 4 sec pause
After what seems like minutes, I glance at my watch. It's 2:25 am. I can hardly believe 4 and a half hours have passed. As I regain consciousness, I find that I am lodged about 20 feet above the ground in a coconut tree."
2-3 sec pause
Everything goes black and silent for a second, resume video and audio much lower winds and noise levels. FADE OUT Tape 3-34:10-34:15 pan out to tall lone plam tree.
FADE OUT
PART 3 NARRATION TIME: 11 SCC
The dramatic storm surge which E.G. Duane described is the result of a rise in sea level as the storm drives water onto land. The tide range is shown here under normal tidal conditions.
sec pause 2sec
When storm surge conditions exist, coastal regions experience the combined effects of tide and storm surge., as shown in this image.
The storm surge is a measure of the level of water above normal high tide.
Storm tide is the measure of total increased water levels resulting from both the The two most dominant forces responsible for creating storm surge are: the direction and strength of the winds or wind stress, and the depth of the water offshore. The wind stress, which is a maximum in the hurricane's eye wall, pushes the water forward with the storm.
sec
In areas where the continental shelf is narrow, shown here, deep water is close to shore. The waves associated with storm surges in these regions are large but the overall surge levels are low since the water is unable to move inland.
In contrast, coastal regions with a wide continental shelf experience shorter wave heights but greater storm surge levels that can inundate 
Offshore water depth and wind stress affect storm surge levels most significantly, but other factors also may contribute to storm surge development. These are: the shape of the coastline, the forward speed of the storm, the height or stage of the normal tide and the air pressure within the storm.
While the low pressure associated with a hurricane causes the water below it to dome upwards in a mound, the height of the mound created by even the lowest pressures, usually does not exceed 3 feet above actual sea level. The wind stress pushing the water creates the storm surge that leads to inundation and flooding. If the hurricane is fast moving, the flooding may occur suddenly. If the hurricane is moving slowly, the water may move far inland impacting areas that seldom experience flooding. 1 sec pause
All these factors together can cause a dramatic increase in sea level. The highest storm surge is created when a fast moving, powerful hurricane with very low pressure reaches shore at high tide along a coastal region with a broad continental shelf and drives water directly up a bay or estuary.
sec pause
Ch-10 TEXT GENERATED bullet #2 overlay on surge images Tape 12- Figure 15 Tape 12- Figure 16 The surge that accompanied the 1935 hurricane was at least 20 feet. This height was documented by E.G. Duane's experience and verified using wave wash marks on trees.
Tape 12- Figure 17 PART 6 NARRATION TIME: 11 SCC High water marks can be comprised of floating debris, stains, or wave wash marks on trees and structures as high water recedes. Even E.G. Duane himself represents a human high-water mark. 
PART 7 NARRATION TIME: 27 sec
These marks are measurable evidence of the maximum water levels attained during flooding. These high water marks are extremely useful in describing the maximum height of the storm surge.
Immediately after the storm, reconnaissance crews identify areas that experienced high water and place physical markers at any high water locations that were visited.
Before these markers are removed or destroyed, the height of each mark is accurately surveyed to relate the flood levels to elevation above sea level. higher levels of surge.
The maximum storm surge elevation occurs at different times throughout the area of inundation. Coastal areas with bays, canals, and inlets constrict the mound of water generated by the storm. Depending on the coastline's morphology, and the direction and strength of the winds, the mound of water that comprises each storm surge may behave differently as the storm passes through the area.
Research from hurricanes and storm surges is used to select locations for Hurricane shelters and evacuation routes and to modify construction techniques that will help minimize loss and damage from these powerful storms."
TOTAL TIME: 11:51
Evacuation footage, Loss, people rebuilding, digging out, newscaster, planes in the air? pilot silhouettes etc..winds and palm trees??? I remeber people cuuting up a fallen tree, wading through the street with their belongings Rebuilding and damage footage. 
